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You've made the decision to take your business online, but where do you go from here?  Launching Your Yahoo! Business helps you do everything from creating a business plan to using basic marketing strategies to promote your business to managing a Yahoo! store. It also includes tips and warnings on how to avoid common pitfalls, as well as terms and directions to web resources for additional information. This book will show you how to put the "e" in e-commerce with a successful Yahoo! store.

If you've spent any time watching infomercials on TV or have an email account, you most likely ran across someone or some company trying to sell you on the idea of starting an online business. All you had to do was buy their Internet money-making package. It was yours for the asking. They were asking $79.95, paid out in three equal installments. You might also have heard the testimonials and how you can make money selling just about anything you could think of on the Internet.

And doing this while you slept!

If you haven't found out by now, making money by opening a business on the Internet is not easy. To paraphrase the famous twentieth century actor Edmund Gween's deathbed quote, "Dying is easyeCommerce is hard." Looking at the littered landscape of failed eCommerce sites after the dotcom bust, one would believe that to make a small fortune in eCommerce, one would have to start with a large one.

If you want to set up your own online business or extend the one you have, and have dreams of becoming the next Amazon, there's both good news and bad news in the eCommerce world of today.
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Restoration and Development of the Degraded Loess Plateau, China (Ecological Research Monographs)Springer, 2013

	This book presents state-of-the-art scientific evidence and technological innovations to restore lands on the Loess Plateau of China, known worldwide for its serious land degradation and desertification problems. Supported by a rapidly developing Chinese economy and the dissemination of effective technology, the Grain-for-Green Project and...
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Introduction to Genetic Algorithms for Scientists and EngineersWorld Scientific Publishing, 1999

	This invaluable book has been designed to be useful to most practising scientists and engineers, whatever their field and however rusty their mathematics and programming might be. The approach taken is largely practical, with algorithms being presented in full and working code (in Basic, Fortran, Pascal And C) included on a floppy disk to...
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ActionScript Developer’s Guide to RobotlegsO'Reilly, 2011

	In April 2009, Shaun Smith posted the following on his blog:


	Want a framework like PureMVC but without Singletons, Service Locators, or casting? Perhaps one with Dependency Injection and Automatic Mediator Registration?


	Well, you might enjoy RobotLegs AS3: yet another lightweight micro-architecture for Rich Internet...
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Object-Oriented Programming with Visual Basic.NETCambridge University Press, 2004


	Visual Basic is arguably the most popular application development programming

	language in use today. Thousands, if not millions, of programmers use it

	every day to build both commercial and scientific applications. The language

	is also one of the most maligned programming languages, second perhaps

	only to Cobol.
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Getting Started with WordPress: Design Your Own Blog or WebsiteCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	An open source content management system (CMS) like WordPress can be a
	great resource for anyone who would like to create a blog. It used to be that, to put
	content online, you had to manually assemble all the files and develop a fair
	amount of technical expertise; but a CMS can automate and significantly simplify
	many parts of the...
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Global Overshoot: Contemplating the World's Converging ProblemsSpringer, 2013

	Global Overshoot is a multidisciplinary analysis (including history and pre-history) from an ecological and evolutionary perspective of the contemporary world system.  This book compares and critiques attitudes held by people with different world views to the hypothetical prospect of large widespread falls in quality of life. It...
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